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Abstract
The effect of pore drag on grain growth is one of the most frequent effects encountered in the last stage of sintering.
Therefore, the understanding of the effect of microstructure and pore location, pore morphology on grain growth is essential.
Here a migrating grain boundary interacts with pores and other grain boundaries such that its structure and energy vary
during grain growth. Consequently, it is of great interest to see whether the grain boundary energy decreases or increases
during the interaction between migrating grain boundaries and pores. In this paper, the conditions for grain boundary
migration and pinning are related to pore curvature and illustrated theoretically and experimentally.
© 2017 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
The mechanical properties of P/M materials are directly
related to their microstructure and to the porosity, pores
dimension, distribution, and morphology. Densification by
pore elimination and grain coarsening occur
simultaneously during sintering [1,2]. In the intermediate
stage of sintering, pores shrink and in the last stage, grains
grow to reduce the total surface and grain boundary energy
[3]. Here grain boundaries with pores are a result of the
misfit between particles. These pores may either retard
grain growth, be separated from the grain boundaries, or
move along with the grain boundaries [4]. Pores at grain
boundaries, as well as triple junctions, act as pinning
points that exert Zener drag on the moving grain
boundaries, hence lowering the grain growth rate or
leading to grain growth stagnation [4, 5, 6].
In essence, pores on the grain boundaries prevent their
migration and inhibit grain growth up to a sinter density of
90 pct of the theoretical density [7]. Thereafter, the
number of pores decreases and cannot hinder grain
boundary migration causing rapid grain growth.
In sintering, pores shrink and change their shape by
rounding off their sharp edges and develop facets as
vacancies diffuse away from the pores to sinks like grain
boundaries. The morphology of pores at grain boundaries
are characterized by a lenticular shape, and pores within
the grains are characterized by a spherical shape [8]. This
occurs during the intermediate stage of sintering where the
pores become smoother [9].
The presence of different curvatures inside a single
pore activates the diffusion of vacancies. Therefore,
smoothening off the irregularities in the same pore. So, the
* Corresponding author e-mail: nathir.rawashdeh@gju.edu.jo.

rounding of pores is controlled by the diffusion of
vacancies [10, 11]. The vacancies concentration gradient
set up by local variation of curvature activates the
diffusion of vacancies [12]. Accordingly, where the
surface is convexly curved, a lower vacancy concentration
is found compared to concavely curved parts of the surface
[8].
Most sintering models assume that accelerated grain
growth occurs during the final stage of sintering and that
the pore drag effect retards grain growth as long as the
pores are attached to the boundary. From these models, the
mechanisms controlling grain growth by pores are
explained by four behaviours.
Firstly, reduced pore mobility Mp where pore drag
controls grain growth. This is done by reducing either the
diffusion coefficients of surface diffusion Ds and the vapor
phase diffusion coefficient Dv, or the diffusion coefficient
of lattice diffusion DL [13]. The mobility of pores during
the last stage of sintering is lower than the mobility of
grains [14, 15]. If grain boundary migration is fast, pores
detach from the grain boundaries. Once free from the pores
the grain boundaries grow faster and consequently the pore
detachment leads to a porous, i.e. coarse grained material
[16].
Secondly, the drag effect of the pores which are
quantified by considering a force balance at the pore
surface. Provided that the free surface energies are
isotropic, the theoretical shape of pores located at
symmetric three-grains junctions is dependent on the
dihedral angle as seen from Fig. 1.
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sintering temperature. To study the pore structure after
sintering, three samples were prepared from mixing three
different additives in various amounts to the base powders
in order to achieve the highest possible sintered density.
The compositions of the additives are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Composition of the three samples

Figure1. Schematic illustration of dihedral angle ψ for solid-pore
interaction adapted from [17, 18, 19, 20].

High dihedral angles mean that the grain boundary
energy is low and that these grains are more likely to
abnormally grow [17, 18, 21]. An increase in the dihedral
angle produces an increase in the grain boundary area. The
balance of force at the intersection point of the grain
boundary and the pore is governed by the equation:

 gb cos    sv cos 1   sv cos  2

(1)

Though these models provide insight on pore drag and
pore grain separation, the main common assumption made
in these models is that: 1- the pores are of spherical
morphology; 2- the angles between the surface tensions for
both the trailing and the advanced parts of the pore and the
grain boundary energy are equal α1=α2. This leads to a
simplified formula for the drag force the pore exerts on the
grain boundary as follows:

F  2r sv cos  cos   

(2)

Thirdly, the surface tension for both the trailing and the
advanced part of the pore are equal. Lastly, there have
been no attempts to incorporate the torque term in the
force balance at the intersection point.
The primary aim of this work is to prove that
detachment of pores from grain boundaries is only possible
when the pore's two parts, the trailing and the advanced
part, have the same radius of curvature. This work will
give an attempt by using Gibbsian interfacial
thermodynamics and experimental results to prove that
grain boundary detachment from pores is only possible
with pore spherodizing, which results from pore rounding
due to surface diffusion. Thermodynamics of interfaces
will be used without ignoring the effects of surface
curvature.
2. Materials
The iron base powders used in experiments were
ASC100 and ASC300 provided by Höganäs AB. Their
maximum particle sizes are 150 µm and 45 µm,
respectively, with an apparent density 3.0 g/cm3. Three
types of liquid forming additives from Höganäs AB were
added to these base powders to generate a liquid phase at
sintering temperature. They are pre-alloyed Fe-P-C, Fe-PC-Mn and Fe-P-C-Cu powders produced by water
atomisation. These liquid forming additives are named
LP1, LP2, and LP3 and they have P/C weight fraction
ratios of 7.5, 9.33 and 8.88, respectively. Varying amounts
of the liquid forming additives were mixed with the base
powders to yield different fractions of liquid phases at the

Samples

%C

%P

% Mn

% Cu

1

0.32

2.44

0

0

2

1.35

1.35

0

1.3

3

0.47

0.27

0

0.26

Sintering was done in N2 at 1120 °C or 1150 °C for
two hours. Experiments were performed with two different
heating rates of 5 and 20 °C/min.
Sample1 is made of a 30g powder mixture having a
cylindrical cross section of 20mm diameter. The sample
was sintered at 1120°C for two hours. This sample had a
sinter density of around 98% and was subjected to long
annealing at 1000 °C for 24 hours to develop the dihedral
angles between pores and grain boundaries. At least 200
dihedral angles were measured for each material to obtain
a statistical distribution. The heat treatment was carried out
for 24 hours at 1000 °C. The atmosphere was pure N2 and
the samples were cooled in air. If the Tm is taken as the
melting temperature of pure Fe then the holding
temperature for the heat treatment at 1000 °C is in the high
temperature range > 0.5Tm. This was done to promote
solid phase sintering and to dissolve the Fe3P.
Sample 2 was double sintered first at 970 °C followed
by decarburization then heated up to 1350 °C for 5
minutes. Decarburisation heat treatment was carried out in
a tube furnace sealed from both ends with a reducing wet
gas mixture (90%N2–10%H2). The moisture content of
the atmosphere was increased by letting this gas mixture
through a water container at room temperature prior to
entering the furnace.
Sample3 had a rectangular cross-section of 6x6 mm2
and was produced with different chemical compositions
from powder blends of iron base powder 80% (ASC300),
water-atomised liquid forming master alloy powder 10%
(2.7wt% P, 2.7wt% C and 2.6wt% Cu), 0.2% graphite and
lubricant addition of 0.8 wt-% H-wax. The sample was
manufactured by means of single stage die compaction at
500 MPa. The green density of the die pressed sample is
83 %. After sintering, the sample was decarburised in a
tube furnace starting with a gas mixture of 10% H2 and
90% N2 during heating of the sample. Then, at a
temperature of 1100 °C, the moisture content of the
atmosphere was increased by letting this gas mixture
through a water container at room temperature prior to the
furnace while heating continued at the rate of 5 °C/min to
1200 ºC with a final holding time of 120 minutes.
3. Results
Fig.2a and Fig.2b show the resulting fracture surfaces
of sample 1 after being heat treated. Irregular and spherical
pores at the grain boundaries are observed and no internal
pores were present.
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with the pores are straight. The pores are mainly
concentrated at grain-particle boundaries having an
irregular crack like morphology.
The morphology of pores follows wedge-type cracks
interconnected to each other at grain boundaries. Here,
interconnected porosity with small particle necks
dominate. The observations made from the pinned grain
boundaries by pores are as follows:
1. The segment of the grain boundary closest to the pore
is straight having no curvature.
2. The point where the grain boundary is pinned at the
pore's surface is between two different curvatures.
3. The segment of the grain boundary that is not pinned is
curved.
Figure 2a. Fracture surface of a Sample1 after being heat treated
showing areas of porosity as well as a brittle fracture mode. The
grain boundaries have no curvature.

4. Discussion
By deploying Gibbsian interfacial thermodynamics
without ignoring effects of surface curvature, and through
experimental results, we hope to demonstrate that grain
boundary detachment from pores is only possible with
pore spherodizing, which results from pore rounding
owing to surface diffusion.
The micrographs seen in Fig.2 to Fig.4 clearly indicate
that the alloying, heat treatment, time and temperature
have a significant influence on the sintering response of
the material and the morphology of the pores in the
sintered material.

Figure 2b. Fracture surface of a Sample1 after being heat treated
showing areas of porosity as well as brittle fracture mode.

Fig.3 shows the microstructure of Sample2 after final
stage sintering at 1350°C for 5 minutes showing a ferritic
structure surrounded by rounded pores at boundaries and
the interior. Sample2 was decarburized at around 970°C
for complete removal of carbon.

Figure 4. Optical micrograph of Sample3 decarburized at 960 C.
Irregular crack-like lines at the grain boundaries and some
spherical pores, as well as a spherical internal porosity are
observed.

Figure 3. Microstructure of Sample2 after final stage sintering at
1350°C for 5 minutes showing ferritic structure surrounded by
pores. Depicting a large, 14-sided grain.

The micrographs of Fig.1 and Fig.2 clearly show a
good degree of sintering in terms of pore rounding and
sinter bonding of the iron particles. Fig.3 shows the
microstructure of Sample3 after decarburization. The pore
morphology is not rounded as in Sample1 and Sample2.
Rather, the pores’ morphologies are equiaxed and the
segment of the grain boundaries at the intersection points

The porosity seen here is typical of most ferrous P/M
materials. The analysis of the evolution of the
microstructures through the use of heat treatment of
Sample1 can be utilized to explain the effect of P content
on the morphology of pores as reported earlier [19]. Heat
treatment of the low C content in Sample1 resulted in
increased pore refinement. Heat treatment resulted in
higher, almost complete, dissolution of Fe3P. This provides
a higher P content at the grain boundaries which resulted
in pore rounding.
Heat treatment promotes neck growth and solid phase
sintering leading to change in pore morphology. Fig.1
shows how pores are more rounded. It can be seen from
Fig.1 through Fig.4 how pores are located at grain
boundaries and increase in size relatively. Looking at the
micrographs, one can find many examples of bent
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boundaries in cases where equilibrium is not attained, and
planar or straight grain boundaries when equilibrium is
attained. When the pore's two parts, the trailing and the
advanced part, have two different radii of curvature the
slope of the two parts at the point of intersection with the
grain boundary will be different as seen in Fig.5. The grain
boundary is also a straight line.

d gb

cos 1 d sv1 cos  2 d sv 2

ds
cos  ds
cos  ds
sin 1
sin  2
  sv1
k1   sv 2
k2
cos 
cos 
ds gb
  gb tan k gb
ds


(7)

The presence of the derivative of the grain boundary
energy and the free surface indicates that both the
boundary energy and the surface energy vary with the
normal of the pore and the normal to the grain boundary at
the point of intersection. This is a torque term per unit area
of the pore. The tangential component of this equation acts
to minimize the surface area, while the normal component
rotates the interface towards an orientation with a lower
interfacial area.
At minimum energy, the surface tension of the
intersection must be in mechanical equilibrium, satisfying
the following Herring torque relation [23]:
3

Figure 5. Schematic representation of a migrating grain boundary
showing geometrically, a decreasing β value.

At equilibrium with no grain migration, there should be
a balance of forces at the junction between the pore surface
and the grain boundary. This is governed by the equation:

 gb cos    sv2 cos2   sv1 cos1

(3)

, while taking the total derivative of γgb to be:

d gb 


 gb
1

 gb
 sv1

d sv1 

d1 

 gb
 2

 gb
 sv2

d 2 

d sv2

 gb


(4)

d

, and the total derivative dγgb as:

cos 1
sin 1
d sv1   sv1
d1
cos 
cos 
cos  2
sin  2

d sv 2   sv 2
d 2
cos 
cos 
  gb tan d
d gb  

(5)

Knowing that the curvature k is the derivative of the
tangent angle θ with respect to the arc length [22], the
curvature at that point is:

d dT

k
ds ds

and

d
 k gb
ds gb

(6)

Using the definition of the curvature in eq.(5) and
dividing by ds we obtain:



 i

   tˆ  t
i 1



i i

i


nˆi   0


(8)

The summation of the torque terms should be zero to
satisfy mechanical equilibrium. The junction between a
pore and two grains is considered to be a poly-phase
junction. Thus, the angle between two inter-phase
boundaries is the dihedral angle. By examining the
micrographs, in particular the junctions between pores and
grain boundaries, it is evident that the two grain-pore
junctions do not meet at 120˚. This confirms that the
interfacial energy and the grain boundary energy is not
constant with the orientation of the interface and the grain
boundary. This means that the normal term in eq.(8)
should be considered. The angle varies according to the
relative orientation of the grains at the junction.
When the specific surface free energy is isotropic, the
resulting pore surface defines a sphere. Thus leading to the
conclusion that γ1=γ2 and dγ=0. This means that here,
there is no need for a grain boundary between the two
points.
For the present discussion we may consider that only
the energy of the pore surface remains unchanged during
the growth of the grain. Thus, forcing γsv1=γsv2 and
θ1+θ2=180 leading to sinθ1=sinθ2 and cosθ1=-cosθ2. In
addition, from the experimental observation of the pore’s
equal curvature at the point of conjunction, at the trailing
and advanced parts, we set k1=k2. Substituting these
conditions into eq.(5) yields:

d gb
ds

  gb tan k gb

ds gb
ds

(9)

,and using the definition of the curvature again, we
find:
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d gb
ds

  gb tan 

d
ds

(10)

This additional force on the grain boundary can be
interpreted physically as producing a torque on the moving
grain boundary that changes the moving grain boundary
direction so as to follow the periphery of the pore surface.
The force that produces this torque must act
perpendicularly to the grain boundary’s propagation
direction. The Herring torque is produced by a physical
force associated with the grain boundary energy γgb, which
is generally anisotropic. This force acts perpendicularly to
each grain boundary segment at the junction of the grain
boundaries and pores.
Pore-drag reduces the grain boundary mobility by
applying a pinning pressure on grain boundaries. In order
for grain growth to be inhibited, the grain boundaries must
become immobile requiring the drag pressure to be larger
than the driving pressure, hence:

Pdrag  P growth

Pgb   gbk gb

(12)

, where kgb is the average curvature of the grain
boundary. The only fronts of the grain boundary that do
not move are straight line segments with kgb=0. Also, the
total derivative of the pressure acting on the grain
boundary is defined as:

dPgb   gbdk gb  k gbd gb

(13)

Dividing by ds and using eq.(10) yields:

ds

  gb

dk gb
ds

  gb tan 

d
ds

(14)

Moving along the pore surface by ds from the trailing
to the advance part of the pore, the pressure will be:

Pgb 

“cusp”. Here, the grain boundary's curvature will become
zero and the migrating pressure at the intersection point
becomes zero. The pinning point on the pore's surface will
acquire a zero pressure on the grain boundary. This point
will have a zero curvature. It is a point where the curvature
vanishes but does not change sign in mathematical terms.
This is called an undulation point.
As illustrated by Fig.6 the intersection points are like a
corners or cusps. Thus, they are local extrema points and
the points of intersection are critical points. Such a critical
point is the end point of the trailing part of the pore at
which dkgb/ds and dγgb/ds do not exist. Thus, there will be a
jump in the pressure across from the trailing part to the
advance part. The intersection point jumps from the
trailing part to the advance part and this jump makes the
function discontinuous and pins the grain boundary.

(11)

From all the experimental observations of pores, the
grain boundary is always pinned where there is a
difference in curvature between the trailing part and the
advanced part of the pore at the point of conjunction. Each
point of the grain boundary curve migrates in the direction
of the normal vector to the curve. The driving force acting
on the grain boundary is due to the grain boundary
curvature, Here, the change in grain boundary energy is γK
dK and the pressure on a boundary is given by the Young–
Laplace equation [24]:

dPgb
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dP
d
ds   gbk gb   gb tan 
ds
ds

(15)

By examining Fig.5 one can see that geometrically
dβ/ds ≤0 thus the second term on the right will decrease
the pressure. Mathematically, the tangent on both sides of
the grain boundary at the point of intersection is the same.
This means that the first derivative does not change when
crossing the point of intersection from the trailing to the
advance part of the pore, which causes the pressure to
decrease.
In contrast, if the slope is not the same at the point of
intersection where the slope is discontinuous, is called a

Figure 6. A schematic showing a pinned grain boundary by a
pore. Here β=0.

The velocity of the Grain boundary of a growing grain
is related to the driving pressure of grain growth. As
described by Rollett et al. [25], as well as by Gottstein and
Shvindlerman [26], the grain boundary velocity and
pressure during primary recrystallization can be
represented as:

vb  M b P

(16)

The point of intersection moving along the periphery of
the pore according to eq.(14) will have a lower pressure
compared to the rest of the grain boundary points. This
means that the velocity of the intersection point is slower
than the rest of the grain boundary. When the intersection
point reaches a point on the periphery of the pore's surface
having a discontinuity in β or a sudden change in
curvature, it will acquire a zero velocity according to
eq.(16) thus the rest of the grain boundary will catch up
with the intersection point and it will plan out.
From all the observations made on pores at the points
of conjunction, it can be concluded that where the grain
boundary is pinned its intersection point is straight. In this
work, we propose that by considering the 2-D cross section
seen in Fig.7 the point of intersection between the grain
boundary and the pore will migrate on the pore's periphery
ahead of the rest of the grain boundary so as to keep the
curvature of the migrating grain boundary convexly
curved. Local equilibrium is governed by the balance
between the free energy to bow the grain boundary and the
free energy to bend the angle of intersection of the grain
boundary. Once the intersection point reach a stage where
there are two different curvature values, the intersection
point will stagnate and the rest of the grain boundary will
follow.
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Figure7. Schematic illustration of an unpinned grain boundary
for a solid-pore.

5. Conclusions
The pore surface consists of circular arcs in two
dimensions and spherical caps in three dimensions. The
grain boundary migrates as long as the curvature of the
circular segment is constant; however, as the migrating
grain boundary meets a junction of two arcs with different
curvatures, or a junction of one arc and a straight segment,
or a junction of two linear segments, it will be pinned at
the pore surface and the grain boundary will attain a zero
curvature. The morphology of pinned pores on grain
boundaries is characterized by a lenticular shape with
different curvatures at the intersection point from the
trailing part and from the advanced part.
Consequently, detachment from pores is only possible
with pore spherodizing, which results from pore rounding
due to surface diffusion.
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